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A circuit space is an independence space (or matroid) in which exh basis is contained in a 
circuit. In this pap F-- we consider various independence spaces associated with a graph and seek to 
discover for wh W&l graphs these spaces are circuit spaces and, in particular, truncated spaces. 
Some definitive results are obtained and some interesting questions are left open. 
1. Introduction 
Our results will largely apply to graphs which may possess loops and multi@e 
edges, a:?d SO the word grqh without qualification will be used in this wide sense. 
A simple graph is one without loops or multiple edges. Except in the proof of , 
Theorem 4.5, the graphs considered are finite and undirected and, since we shall be 
concerned with their edge sets, we shall generally assume that they have no isolated 
vertices. 
Let (3 = ( V, L=) be a graph. We shall consider various independence structures % 
on the edge set E of G and attempt to answer questions of the following type. For 
which graphs G is (E, 9) a circuit space, and under what further conditions is it a 
truncated space ? 
All the independence theory needed will be found in [3,4,5] and the gtaph 
theory in [ 1,5]. For convenience we recall (from 141) that an independence space is 
a circuit space if each of its bases is contained in a circuit, and that a (properly) 
truncated space (E, 59) o rank n is one for which there exists an independence 
structure 8’ on E of rank strictly greater than n with Ip equal to the set of those 
members of 8’ of rank n: or 1~s. With this understanding, it readily follows that 
eyery truncated space is IIecessarii! a circuit space. The converse statement is false, 
and an interesting class of non-truncated circuit spaces is the class of all vector 
spaces (over division rings) of finite dimension at least 3 (see [4]). 
We shall adopt the definitions of chain and path in a graph given in [S]. Each 
consists of distinct &ges (although we may refer to it without ambiguity by means 
of its sequence of consecutrve incident vertices) and, in a chain, the incident vertices 
are also distinct except that possibly the initial and terminal vertices may coincide. 
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A cycle is a clnain consisting of at least one edge and with its initial and terminal 
vertices coinciding. If E’ is a set of edges of a graph and e ( E E’) has at least one of 
its endpoints incident with no other member of E’, then & is called a pendant edge 
(of E’). 
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 below will prove useful in distinguishing truncated and 
non-truncated spaces. (1.1 is of a similar nature to 3.1 of [4], but is simpler.) 
Tbeorem 1.1. Let (E, ‘kp) be an independence space with two of its bases B, B’ fying 
ist unique ckcuits C = B lJ {e}, C’ = B’ U {e’} such that {e, e’} c C n C’. Then 
(E, Up) is not a truncated space. 
Proof. Let P == C\C’ and 0 = C’\C, and assume that e E P (and hence that 
c ti Q). Now no element of Q can be adjoined to B td foml a circuit and so C and C’ 
do not have the property of bssis exchange. But C and C” must be included in any 
set of circuits containing all bases. Therefore (E, %) is not a tru::#cated space. 
Tkorem 1.2. Let (E, %?) be a circuit space of tank r, and let f E E have the property 
that every r-set of E containing f is a basis of (E, SY). Then (E, 3!) is a truncated 
space. 
Proof. Note first that, as (E, %) is a circuit space, the:re exists a circuit C of 
cardinality I + 1 containing fi Hence C\(f) is a basis of (E, 8) not containing f, and 
so the collection 
% == (B U(f) : B is a basis of (E, 8) and fe B) 
of subsets of E is non-empty. If C E %, then every proper subset of C either 
contains f or is a subset of B, and in e:ither case is indiependent. Hence %’ is a 
collection of circuits of (E, a). Also, each basis B of (E, 8’) is a subset of some 
member of %‘. For if f e B, then B U {f} E %?Z and, if f E B and B U {d} is a circuit, it 
follows that Br’ = (B U {e))\(f) is a basis and B’ U {f} = {B) U (e} E %. Finally, the 
members of %? certainly satisfy the basis-exchange property, and it follows that 
(E, 8) is a truncated space. 
In order to save repetitious diagrams, we now give names to s6me special graphs 
for future reference. The letters 1, Y, H, X will denote trees with the respective 
shapes 
I Y H >(r 
Ks” will denote any graph obtained from K4 by the addition of vertices of degree 
2 on just one of its edges; and ~0, Y, 8, CT will denote respectively the graphs 
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Finally, given a graph G, by its associated simple graph (which may have isolated 
vertices) we shall understand the simple graph obtained from G by the deletion of 
ail loops and repeated edges’ of G. 
2. The cycle and cocycle stn~ctures in a graph 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph and g(G), 8*(G) its cycle and cocycie independence 
structures respectively. In [4] we saw that. for a simple graph G, (E, 8(G)) is a 
circuit space if and only if E is a single cycle in G. Virtually the same argument 
yields the following result for an arbitrary graph, and so we omit the proof. 
Theorem 2.1. For a graph G = (V, E) the following statements are equivalent. 
I. (E, S%‘( G )) is a circuit space. 
II. The associated simple graph of G is a cycle and/or a set of isolated vertices. 
III. (E, 8(G)) is a truncarted space. 
If G = (c/, E) is a graph with r components, then r - i edges may be added to G 
to form a connected graph G’. Since each of these edges forms a cocycie in G’, and 
hence a dependent singleton in $*(G’), it follows that g*(G)= %‘*(G’). For this 
reason we may sensibly restrict attention to connected graphs in our discussion of 
the cocycie structure. 
Theorem 2.2. For a connected graph G = (V, E) the foliowing statements are 
equivalent. 
I. (E, g*(G)) is a circuit space. 
If. There ex’st u. v E V with u # v such that the edges of G which are contuined in 
cycles form a collection of chains from u to v, the only commun incident vertices in 
any pair of chains being 01 and v. 
111. (E, 27 *(G )) is a truncated space. 
i%&. f a II. Assume I and suppose that G has a subgraph G’ homeomorphic 
1~ &, and let C1, C2, C3 be different cycles of G’, none of which passes through all 
the four verices of degree 3 of G’. Choose ei E Cil\(C2 u C,), e2 E C,\( Cl CJ Cl), 
e3 E Ca\(Cl CJ C2) and extend1 (C,\(e,}) U (Cz\{el)) U (C3\{es)) to a spanning tree T of 
G. Then E\T is a basis of g’“(G) containing el, e2, e7. For some e E E, (E\Tj U (e} 
ss a circuit of P(G), and hence a cocycie of G. Since a cocycle cannot intersect a 
cycle in a singleton, it follows that e E C, i7 C2 n C,; which is impossible. So G has 
no subgraph homeomorphk to K.+. 
An argument on simiiar lines shows that any two different cycles of G have at 
least two incident vertices in common and that, if C(, Cl are different cycles of G, 
there exist distinct vertices LI, v E V with the edges of CI U C; forming either three 
or four chains from u to v, the only common incident vertices in any pair being u 
and 0, Let $P be a maximal collection of such chains in G from u to v. If II fails, 
then g must possess a chain, disjoint from the edges in members of thle family P, 
and either joining distinct vertices w Ir wz with wr incident with some chain P, E P 
and w2 not incident with P1 but incident with (;ome PxE I99 or joining distinct 
vertices w 1, Wa, incident with some P E 9. in the first ,:a:sc, G has a (;&graph 
hromeomorphic toKq and, in the second case, it is easy to c:hr,~se two cycJ&with at 
mast one common incident vertex. The cantratliction in either case shops that II 
holds. 
111 =+ IIJ. Assume II and suppose that G contains a cycle, for otlhczrwisc III
trivially h&Is since the only basis of 8 “(G) is the empty set. Then thie edges in 
cycles form n( 2t‘ 2) chains from u to u, for some distinct u and o in V, vwhase {Jnly 
common incident vertices are u and u. Hence each spanning tree 9’ t>f G consists of 
all the edges of G excluding one edge from each of n -. 1 of these c hiains. ‘Thus E ‘,T 
is a set of n - 1 such edges and every basis of P(G) is sf this Form. Now E\T 
ther with one edge from the remaining chain is a cocycJe of G and hence a 
it of P(G). It is evident that the collection of cocyctes consisting of 6 edges, 
CMBC from each chain, satisfy the basis-exchange property; and se) (E, V(G)) is a 
I. As remarked earlier, this implication holds, for any indi:pendence 
‘J‘JK abo::c proof is elementary and direct; graph diagraims make it particularly 
transparent. There are other proofs using duality. For example, if G’ = ( Y’, E’) is a 
s&graph <rf G, then 
(the contradiction of P(G) a~ E’); and so, bv 2.1 of [4], if (E, P’(~(_;)j is a circuit . . 
qm:e, then so is (E’, I%‘*( G’)), So, after the simple verification that no h{Jmeomorph 
of EC4 has a cacycie structure which fives rise to a circuit tspace, it follows that, if 
(E, 8 *(G)) is a circuit space, then G has no subgraph omec,msrphic to & and that 
G ial t hcrefore planar. Hence, if G * is a geometric dual of G’, then 8*(@ := a( G *)$ 
and 0~~~ implication i + II of Thesrcm 2.2 may be deduced from Tht:orem 2.1. 
It i!i perhaps worth remarking that (E, ‘B*(G)) is a circuit space if and only if C? 
cont,ains no subgraph omeomorphic to Kq, CJD or W; the proof of Tht!clrem 2.2 may 
Ike modified to establish this. 
Let .G = ( V, E) be a grapti , artd let #a be the colkction of substs cd E defined 
y tk condition that X E EL if and only if there exist 1 X i dis 
11 that each of them is incident with a different member of X 
~!~~~~~~~~e Structure, ind,clcd atransversal structure; for it is just the collection sf 
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partial transversals of the famiily (E(u) : v E V), wilawe E(o) is the set of edges of G 
incident with U. 
The following ipurely graph-theoretic result will be crtlcial later 
Lentp4IW 3.1. Let C be 4 Simpb, cOnneCC&d grcrph wit12 tiock avtex of degree 2 or 3. 
Assume, ,%rrher. Phn! p \J LXY no spanintng tree with .more than one vertex of degnx 3 
(in that tree). Thea G is either a cycle, K,, Kd or Q homeomorph o,f 8. 
Proof. Clearly C; = (V, E) has an even number of vertices of degree 3. If G has no 
vertices of degree 3, than it is a cycle (i.e. its edge set forms a cycle). if G has exactly 
twa vertices of degree 3, then it is a homsomorph of 0. Suppr~ now that G has 
exactly four vertices of degree 3. Take the three edges incident with one of these 
and eu.tend them to a spanning tree of G (of type Y). Now no two vertices on the 
same ‘arm’ of Y which are not adjacent in Y can bc adjacent in G.. for this would 
lead to the existence of a spanning tree of (3 with two vt:rticcs r>f degree 3 (in the 
tree). From this it readily follows that G is a homeomorph of K4. Furthermore, if 
the four vertices of degree 3 are 2, c?, w, x a.~ if Gus UIIU II 6xrrrCZ iiV, krv ';;;'gE Cif w,xw$!!?E, 
say, then the edges of 6; incident with L/ or .Y can be extended to a spanning tree of 
G with the degrees of u and x equal to 3 in that tree. Therefore, if G has exactly 
four vertices of degree 3, then G is K, or XL So the result is proved once it has 
been shown that G has fewer than six vertices of degree 3. 
Assume, then, that G has at least six vertices of degree 3; let u be on< of these 
and let its incident edges be uvI, utj2, uva. Now there must be at least two other 
vertices of degree 3, wl and wz say. The set of six edges of (6; incident with u or wI 
must contain a cycle and so wI is adjacent to at least two of vi, u2, vl. Similarly w is 
adjacent o at least two of u 1, iu2, V~ and so at least one of ul, ur, uJ is adjacent to both 
w, and w2. So v,, >ay, is adjacent to u, wl, w2 and is of degree 3. BW then the set of 
edges incident wi;h I( or Y, contains no cycle; which is impossible. Hence G has at 
most four vertices of degree 3; and the lemma is established. 
Pr&. Certainly the edge sets described are circuits of gci. Next, any dependent set 
must contain two cyctcs of G which are connected to each other, and so it must 
contain a homeomarph of m, W or 8. Therefore the minimul dependent sets (or 
c&wits) must be of one of these forms. 
CoralQry 3.4. Let G * (V, E:) be a graph such that (E, 3% ) is a circuit space. Then 
no twrtex of G has degree 1 I 
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Com&lry M. Let G = (V, E) be a graph sueh that (E, gO ) is Q circuit space. Then 
G is ednnected. 
&q@. If G has two edge:s in different components of G, then they are contained in 
a basis and hence in a circuit of &. It follows that this circuit is disconnected; and 
this contraidicts Theorem 3.2. Hence G is connected. 
For a connected graph G = (I+: E) it is clear that the rank of ST0 is 1 V ] - 1 when 
G is a tree and 1 V 1 in other casesI. So, in particular, if (E, &) is a circuit space, then 
its rank is f VI. 
We begin OCR search for those graphs G = (V, E) for which (E, S&-) is a circuit 
space by exhibiting three classic4 graphs which yield nontruncated circuit spaces. 
Lemma 3,,6. If G = (V, E) is tht! Tutte wheel W, or one of the Kuratowski graphs KS 
or KS.,, then (E, S& ) is a non -n:uncated circuit space. 
Proof. First, when G = Ws or KS, (E, &) has rank 5, and the only types of bases 
are Scycles, &cycles with a pendant edge, and 3-cycles with two extra edges, one or 
both pendant. It is easy to check that each of these lies in a circuit, and so (E, ?3, ;) is 
a circuit space. Also, an easy application of Theorem 1 .I to suitably chosen bases 
containing 3qcles shows that (15, SE&) is non-truncated. 
‘When G = I&, the bases are either 4-cycles with two extra edges, one or both 
pendant, or 6-cycles. Again it is c;:asy to check that each of these lie; in a circuit, and 
so (E, 2% )is a circuit space. Also, Theorem 1 .l applied to two suitably chosen ba:;es 
containing 4-qcles shows that (E, go) is non-truncated. 
We need the foilowing lemma inarder to prove the main characterization result, 
Threorem 3.8, of this section. 
I,rmma 3.7. Let G = (V, E) be such that (E, %&) is a circuit space. Then the o&y 
possible spanuting trees of G are of type I, Y, H or X. Furthermore, if G is a simple 
graph and has a spanning tree of type H or X with vertices uI v, w and x of degree 1 
(in the tree), then the only other edges of G are some pairs from (uv and wx ), (uw arrtd 
vx ) and (ux and VW ). 
Since (E’, Ss,) is a circuit space, G is connected and is not a tree. For any 
spanning tree T and any e E E\ T, T U (e} is a basis of & and so, by Corollary 3.3, 
iu has at most ltwo pendant edges. Hence T itself has at nnosf our pendant edges 
and is of one of the stated types. 
Now let 93 be a simple graph with a spanning tree T with four pendant edges ant! 
nce four vertlices ic, u, w, x of degree 1 (in T)& Then, for T 14 ie} to have onIy twct 
ndant edges, e nlldt join two of u, v, w, n. Hence every e E E\T joins two of 
U, 19, W, X. Assume that e = UV, say, is in E. Then T U {e} is a basis of 590 and so is 
l~~~i~~d in a circuit, T U (e, e‘} say . Since, by Theorem 3.2, a circuit contaim no 
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pendant edges, it follows that e’ = wx. Therefore, in this case, if MU E E, then 
wx E E also. The result follows. 
Thewkem 3.8. Let G = ( V, ,E) be a simple graph. Then (E, &) is a circuit space if 
and tmly if 63 is one of the graphs &, K;, W, MS, I& or a homeomorph of =, V or 8. 
Furthermore, (E, %‘a) is non:-truncated if and tlnly if G = lY&, Ks or K,,. 
Proof. Let G = K or Kd and suppose it contains just pt + 3 vertices (n 3 1). Then 
the bases of %% are either (n -f- 3)-cycles, (n + 2)-cycles with a pendant edge, 
4-cycles with tt - 1 extra edges, one or two of them being pendant, or 3-cycles with 
IZ extra edges, one or two of them being pendant. Certainly each of these lies in a 
circuit, and SO (E, ‘80, is a circuit space. Furthermore the space is actudy truncated 
since the number of edges in G is only one greater than the cardinality of the 
circuits containing bases, and hence these circuits must satisfy the basis-exchange 
property. 
If G is a homeomorph of x, !P or 8, then the whole of E is a circuit, and so 
(E, %%) is a truncation of the universal structure on E; and if G = W,, K, or KJs3? 
then, by Lemma 3.6, (E, 2%) is a non-truncated circuit space. 
TO complete the proof, it remains to show that, if (E, S&) is a circuit space, then 
G is one of the graphs listed. Assume, then, that (E, S&) is a circuit space, Then G 
is connected and has spanning tree. By Lemma 3.7, such a tree must be of type 1, Y, 
W or X. 
If G has a spanriing tree of type X with vertices u, u, w, x of degree 1 (in X), then 
(with suitable labelling) Lemma 3.7 shows that E must be X U {w, wx). X U 
{uo, wn, uw, WC} or X U{uu, wx, WV, trx, ux, ow). Thus G is a homeomorph of 2, W, 
or Kg. However, it is readihy seen that a non-trivial homeomorph of W, or K, does 
not give rise to a circuit space. If G has a spanning tree of type W with vertices 
U, u, w, x of degrer: 1 (in H) and with U, v on the ‘ieft’ of the H and w, x on the 
‘right’, then similarly (with suitable labelling) E must be H U (uv, wx), H U 
{uw, ~1x1, W U {uw, ux, ux, WV}, H U (uv, wx, uw, y) or H U {uv, wx, ux, uw, uw; vx). 
These last two cases do not give rise to circuit spaces and so G is a homeomorph of 
Y, 8 or K&, However, again no non-trivial homeomorph of KJ.3 gives rise to a 
circuit space. 
Finally, suppose that G hus no spanning tree of type H or X. Then G has no 
vertex of degree greater than 3 and no spanning tree with more than one vertex of 
degree 3. Also, by Corollary 3.4, G has no vertex of degree 1. Hence every vertex 
of G has degree 2 c,r 3, and we can apply Lemma 3.1 to conclude that G is &, K; 
or a homeomorph of 0, since a cycle does not give rise to a circuit space. Hence. in 
each case, G is one of the specified graphs; and the theorem follow!;. 
We note that, in particular, Theorem 3.8 provides an unfamifiar characterization 
of W., and the Kuratowski graphs. 
Our main theorem above is restricted to simple graphs. However, the following 
result usaed inconjuction with it gives necessary conditions for a graph to give rise io 
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a circuit spaoe, and at lleast ‘narrows the field’ considerably. (Trivial examples how 
that the given conditions are not sufficient.) It would be a straightforward, but very 
tedious, task tto use Theorems 3.8 and 3.9 to enumerate all graphs which give rise to 
circuit spaces. We observe before proceeding, that, if G = (V, E) has a loop at t.~ 
and (E, 2&) is a circuit space, then the graph obtained from G by repeating this 
loop arbitrarily often also gives rise to a circuit space. Similarly, if two edges join u 
to w in G = 1 V, E), and (E, &) is a circuit space, then the graph obtained from G 
by joining tl and w any number of times exceeding two also gives rise to a circuit 
space. 
Theorem 3.9, Let G = I[ V, E) be a graph with (E, ‘2&) a circuit space, and let 
G ’ = ( V, E ‘) be the simple associated graph of G. Then either GZ is a chain or a 
homeomorph of a; or (E ‘, ‘iQc+) is a circuit space (and G’ is then one of the graphs 
listed in Theorem 3.8). 
proof. We remark that tine addition of a loop or of a repeated edge to a set of edges 
can reduce the number of pendant edges by at most one. 
We deal first with the case when GZ is a tree. In that event, EZ E %& and, as 
(E, &) is a circuit space, there exist el, et E E\E’ such that E’ U {el, e2) is a circuit 
The edges er, e2 are loops or are repetitions of edges in E’ and so, as 
f? u (e,, eJ has no pendant edges, the above comments how that E’ has at mast 
two pendant edges. So, in the case when G’ is a tree, it must be a chain (possibly 
degenerate). 
Assume next that G’ is not a tree and that (E’, Q) is not a circuit space. Then 
the rank of 5$&z isequal to the rank of &- (= 1 V 1) and is greater than 2. Also there 
exists a basis B of &+ which is not contained in a circuit of &*. But B is clearly a 
basis of & and so is contained in a circuit B U {e} of &. The only way in which 
IE? U(e) can fail to be a s’rcuit of Z&+ is for e to be one of the edges deleted in 
reducing E to E”; i.e. e E E\E’ and is a loop or repeated edge of G. In the latter 
case e must be a repeat of a[n edge of B (for, otherwise, the edge e”E EZ with the 
5ame endpoints as e would make B U(e’} a circuit). Also, B must be connected 
Ifor, otherwise, there would be an edge e” in EN joining two components of B, and 
%is would make B U{e”) a circuit). Hence B is a spanning tree with a single 
~a&&ional edge, and, of course, it is incident with every vertex paf G. 
Now since e is either a loop or a repeat of an edge in B, avid since B U {e} 
contains no pendant edges, the comments at the beginning of the proof show that B 
I-“ontains atmost one pendant edge. Hence B is either a cycle or the edge set of a 
homemmrph of cc We claim that in each case B = E’. In she first case, if 
e# +E ’\& then R U {e*} is a circuit in &+; which contradicts the choice of B, In 
the sl?cond case, Iet the vertex of degree 1 in B be in and the vertex of degree 3 in B 
be w 9 and let e’ be am edge dn the cycle in B and not incident with w. Then, if 
g”*z E’\B and e’ is incident with V, we have a circuit B U(e’}; which again 
Lofltradicts the choice of B. Therefore no e’ E E”\B is incident with O. Now B \{c’} 
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is a spanning tree of (3 with three pendant edges, and (3\{e’)) U (e”) is a basis of $TC 
with at least two pendant edges, including one incident with u. Since every edge in 
G is either a loop or a repezlt of an edge in E’, it follows that (B\(e’}) U (e’} is not 
contained in a circuit of 8a ; and this contradicts the fact that (E, %a) is a circuit 
space. Hence E” = Z? nndl G’ is either a cycle (and so a chain) or a homeomorph of 
u. This completes the proof. 
We conclude this section with a theorem about transversal structures in general 
and note a corollary for the structure gr;. We shah make further use of this theorem 
in the next section. 
Theorem 3.10. Let % = (A, : i E I) be Q finite family of subsets of the finite set E, 
and denote by p the rank of its transversal structure. 73ten its transversal structure is a 
truncation of the universal structure on E if and only if 1 E I> p nnd, for every J C I 
with ] .l I> f .I I- p, 
I I CI Ai ~IEI+!JI-lZl. if?f 
Prwf. Note before: proceeding that, if A C E and 7 < p, then 1 E\A ] > 7 if and 
only if there exists a p-subset Y of E with 1 A f~ Y I(: p - T. Now the transversal 
structure of % is a truncation of the universal structure on E if and only ‘if i E / > p 
and every p-subset Y of E is a partial transversal of %. This latter condition is 
equivalent o the statement hat the family (A, n Y : i E Z) has a partial transversal 
of length p for every p-subset Y of l!Z. By Hall’s theorem this holds if and only if 
for every subset .Z of Z with 1 J 13 I Z I - p and every p-subset Y of E. By the above 
remarks applied to A = U,,,A, and 7 = I Z I- I .Z 1, this condition is equivalent o 
I 
E\ U A s I.!/ - IJI 
iEJ I 
far every subset .Z of Z with 1 .Z I> 1 Z I - p A simple rearrangement of terms now 
yields the required conditions. 
In the special case when 8 possesses a transversal, irs transversal structure is a 
truncation of the universal structure if and only if both I E I > ] i I and the conditions 
of Theorem 3.N hold for all non-empty subsets J of 1. 
Caroliary 3.11. &et G = (V, E) be a simple graph. Then (E, I&) is a truncatioilt of 
the universal structure an E if and unly if G is K, or a homeomorpk of xi, P or 8. 
We isave the reader to deduce Corollary 3.1 I from Theorem 3.10 (or 3.9, or to 
give a direct proof. 
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4. The path-partitkm stmctume of a graph 
In a recent paper [1[2], McQiarmid has defined another interesting independence 
structure on the edge set of a graph G = (V, E). If E iis partitioned into paths, then 
these paths are said to form a pat11 -pa -titian of G. A path-partition containing as 
few gaths as possible is called a mirtimtint -path -partition of C. A set of edges of G, 
each of which belongs to a different member of some minimum-path-partition of G, 
is called minimumqxzth separated in G. McDiarmid has considered a general 
struaure on U:Y, a special case of which shows that the collection of minimum-path- 
separated subsets of .E forms an independence structure on E; we shall denote this 
collection by aP0. Its rank is equal to half the number of odd vertices of G added to 
the number sf Eulerian componerrts of G. The interesting ixamples for our 
purposes will usually be when G is connected and non-Eulerian and, in this case, 
0 will have rank equal to half the nunber of odd vertices of G. 
The following lemma is a useful aid itI finding the members of 8? 
Lemma 4.1. Let G = (V, E) be a conatecred graph with exactly 21 o&f vertices, and 
let k S 1. Then a set of k distinct edges of G is an independent set in (E, go ) if and 
on& if there exist k pairwise .edge-disjoin? paths, eacb’r one containing just one of the 
edges and whose end vertices are 2k distinct sdd v jr&es of G. 
Proof. The necessity of the conditions is clear since a minimum-path-partition of G 
separating the k edges contains such a set of k paths. 
To establish their sul’iiciency, let k given edges lie one in each of k such paths and 
delete from G all the edges of these paths. This will result in a graph, 6’ say, with 
cxactlv 3 - 2k odd vertices, each component of G’ containing an even number of 
them. In this way we can see that the original set of k paths can be extended to a set 
of .I paths which are pairwise edge-disjoint and whose end vertices are precisely the 
21 odd vertices of G. Now, deletion from G of the edges in these t paths leaves a 
graph, 63” say, in *which each component is Eulerian. Since G is connected, each of 
tthese has at least one vertex in common with at least one of the I paths. Therefore 
we can evidently incorporate these Eulerian components into the I paths and form 
a minimum-path-partition f G which separates the given k edges in the required 
~fly. This shows that a set of k edges with the given property isI a member of $? 
Theorem 42. Let rZ = (V, E) be a graph mch that (E, $O) is a circuit space. 3!‘%en 
,is connecued. 
f Suppose G is disonnected and h#as a component (Vi, El). Let E2 = E\E1 
US, E2 # f3) and note that, trivially, 
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Therefore %” is sep;irable and, as every singleton subt*et of E belongs Ito &To, 2.2 of 
[4] shows that (E, 2fG) is not a circuit space. 
(liven a graph G =I (V, E) we recall that, for u E V, d(u) denotes the degree of TV 
in Is and, for W C, C’, E(W) is the set of edges at least one of which is incident with 
W. (If W = {u} we shall write E(u) instead of E({t$.) We also adopt a notation 
similar to McDiarmid’s and write 
8W = I{e (Z E : e has exactly one endpoint m W)I( = d(V\ W)), 
flW=/(uE W:u has odd degree)/. 
Now let !?I be the family of subsets of E consisting of $ d(u) copies of E(u) for each 
o E V of even degree and !(d(u) - 1) copies of E(u) fclr each u E V of odd degree. 
Then 5!l possesses a transversal and, provided G has no Eulerian components, $Pa 
is precisely the duai of the transversal structure of 8 (in Theorem 2 of [2] a 
generalization of this crucial result is proved). 
Theorem 4.3. Let G = ( V, E) be a connected graph with more than oni. edge. Then 
SSG is a truncation of the universal stmcture on E if and only if 
for each proper subset U of V which contains all the ivertices of G of degree 1. 
Proof. If G is Euli:rian, then gG is a truncation of the universal structure and 
NJ = 0 for each U g V. So, in this case, the theorem trivially holds. 
Assume, then, that G is not Eulerian. Since it has more than one edge, neither 
%‘a aor its dual is tne universal structure on E. Now clearly gG is a truncation of 
the unit,ersal structure on E (of rank $ @V) if and only if its dual is such a truncation 
(of rank 1 E f - &3K; i.e if and only if the transversal structure cor,stfiructed above 
is a truncation of t?le universal structure. We have conditions for this io happen in 
Theorem 3.10, but an the present cease repeated sets E (11) occur in our family 8, and 
so it is clearly only necessary to check thte conditions for subsets of the index set 
which take account of the maximum number of repeats of a’ny E(v). Also, if u E V 
has degree 1, then E(v) does not occur in ‘8. Thus go is a truncation of the 
universal structure on E if arid only if 
for all nc~n~~empty subsets W of V which contain n5, vertices of degree 1. We 
observe that 
and 
therefore the above conditions an equivalent to 
a(V\W)= aw a ev- 19w = e(v\w) 
for al1 non-ernrlty subsets W of V whichL contain r-to vertices of degree 1; i.e. to 
au & 0u 
for alt proper subsets Uf = V\ W) of V which contain all the vertices of G’ of 
dqgree 1. 
CM&MY 4.4, Lea G = ( V, E) tie K, (n 3 2) wit.h r ( 2 0) edges removed3 no two of 
which have Q common endpoint- Then go is a truncation of the universal structure 
on E. 
The corol!~~~ is readily deducible from Theorem 4.3; we leave the details to the 
reader. It is in%Gresting to note 41 purely graph-theoretic onsequence of Corollary 
4.4: given rtwo disjoint sets A, B each of r edges in K, (n odd), in ow of which the 2r 
endpoints of the e&es are distinct, there exists an Eulerian path in G in which the 
occurrences of members of A and B alternate. 
From McDiarmid’s arguments in [2] it is not diffcult to extract the information 
that, if G = If/ F’ \ vr CJ is a graph with no Eulerian components, then, for X C: E, 
Z0 if amd only if 
for every subset W of V. NOW, for v E V, we have a(u) 6 d(u) (with equality if G 
has no loops at a,) and @{vi ~5.1; hence the above inequality applied to W = (v} 
shows that 
1 X n E(v)! s f(d(v)+ 1) 
(which is clearly equivalent o 1 X n E(v)1 s f d (v) when o is even). In Theorem 4.6 
we shall exhibit a family of graphs with the property that X E %:o if and only if 1 X 1 
does not exceed the rank of go and X satisfies this latter inequality for each vertex 
c. These remarks motivate our next result. 
Theorctm 4.5. Let G = (V, E) be a connected graph with no vertex of degree 1 I 
Denote th!e rank of $?a by p. if the inequalities 
fX(ap and jXnE(v)f~i(d(u)+l) 
lfar every v E Vare suficient to ensure that X E %‘O, then (E, Sa) is a circuit space. 
Proof. If G is Eulerian, then I(E, $*) is a truncated space and so certainly a circuit 
ace. So we may assume that G is non-Eulerian. If B is a basis of IF”, then E\B is 
a basis of the dual (transversal) structure. So to each edge e of E\B we can 
iatc an end vertex v, such that for each vertex v E V there are ff d(v)] edges 
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of E\B to whkh r is associated. If we direct each e E E\B away from v, (and 
arbitrarily if e is i: )oop), then in the directed graph (V, E\B) each verte.x has 
outdegree [id(~)], lvhich is positive. Thus (V, E\B) contains a directed cycle 
including an edge e, say. But then, since the number of edges of E\B through each 
end vertex of t* exceeds its outdegree by at least one, Y := B U {e) evidently 
satisfies 1 Y n E(‘v)! 3~ f(d(v) + I) for each II E V and so Y is a circuit containing B. 
A tedious verification reveals that if G = Wt, thlen (E, $’ ) is a circuit space, 
whereas the conditions of Theorem 4.5 on X G E are not sufficient o ensure that 
X E %!!O. The corlvcrse of Theorem 4.5 is therefore false. 
Theorem 4.6” Leg 4 z = (V, E) be the complete bipurtite graph K,,,,, and let p be the 
rank of $‘? Then, f X G E satisfies the inequalities 
Ixlsp and IXn E(v)l4(d(v)+l) 
for every v E V, it follows that X e go. 
prolof. If m and n are even, then p = 1, and f X 1 G p im#es that X E $? So let us 
assume that not both m and n are even (whence p = f W), that X is as stated, and 
that W G V. To show that X E go, we confirm that 
IX n E(W)/ s:(cYW + 6W). 
Case 1: m even, it odd (say). Assume that W contains r( s m ) vertices Df odd 
degree and s( s n) vertices of even degree. So if s Z= 1 we have r(2s - n - 1) e 
m(s-1) and 
s2 1 [(m - r)s + (n - s)r + r] 
= i(aw f ew). 
However, if s = 0, then 
IAXE(W x lXnE(v)Jc r, f(d(v)+l) 
VEW VEW 
= fr(n + 1) = $(aw + @W). 
Case 2: m, n odd. Assume that W contains I( < m) 0% the m vertices and 
s(~n)ofthenvertice~s.Ifr~1ands;;cll,then(m-r)(s-l)+(n-s)(r-1)~(E, 
and so 
fXnE(W)f~sIXE4p=deV=I(nr+n) 
I’ -2 itt nt - r)s + (n - S)T + (Y + s)] 
=: gatv c ew). 
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On the other hand, if s (say) is zero, then, by an argument identical to the 
corresponding one in case 1, we are again able to show that 
and the proof is complete. F 
CopoIh~ry 4.7. Let G = (V, E) be the complete bipartite grqh Km,* (m + n > 2). 
lrhen (E, 80) is a circuit space. 
Proof. If m, say, is 1, then n > 1 and go is clearly a truncation of the universal 
structure. In all other cases G has no vertex of degree 1, and the corollary is 
immediate from Theorems 4.5 and 4.6. 
In Theorems 2.1,2.2 qnd 3.8 we have obtained definitive results for the structures 
considered in those earlis r sections. Here, however, we are far from being able to 
characterize those graphs which give rise to circuit spaces. We have seen, in 
Theorem 4.5, a family of graphs G which do give rise to circuit spaces in the 
structure 24O, and we now exhibit., in Theorem 4.8, a large famiily of graphs which do 
not. 
Thrcrorem 4.8. Let G = (V, E) be a graph with disjoint sets WI, W2 of odd uertices 
udge-separated byQ set F of edges with 1 F I< 1 WI 1, 1 F 1~ 1 Wz 1; (‘edge-separuted’ 
by F means thflt every path from W, to Wz contains an ed&? of F). Then (E, $“) is 
not a circuit space. 
Pr~f if G is not connected, then the result is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 4.2. So we assume that G is connected and, without loss of generality, 
that E’ is the smallest set of edges occurring in the way described (for any pair of 
dzijoint sets of odd vertices of G); also that, say, I F I= r -- 1 and 1 W, I= 1 Wt I = r, 
r )+ 1. Write WI = (wit,. . ., WJ (i =’ 1,2), let u,uBE V, uf v, and tet G* = 
W u(u, v), E u{w,I,. . ., uwl,, ~~21,. . ., vw2,)). Then certainlty F edge-separates 1;
and u in G* . Also, no smaJIer set has this property. For if F’, with I F’I < 1 F I, 
edge-separates u and v in G* and F’r7 (uw~~,. . ., mir2,} = {uw,,, , . ., a~,,#, G‘ 
wwrtr - - l ) m+} = F”, say, then F’\F” edge-separates :[ w I.r’+lq. . ., w,,) and 
11 W:.r**lr . . , w,,} in G. I-Iowever, 
liw t.rs+l,, . . ., wl,}l = r - r’ > f F I - 1 F”J > I 17’1 - 1 r”‘“l == I F’\F”( 
and, similarly, 
I{ WZ.r’+,l, l l l , w2Jf > I F’\F”I ; 
which contradicts the fact that 1 F 1 was minimal, Thus, by the edge-form of 
enger’s theorem, there exist r - 1 mutually edge-disjoiat paths from u ao v in 
@‘. The restrictiools of these paths to G constitute r - 1 e g:e_&jaint paths in G 
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from W, to W2 with ail their end-vertices distinct (and, of course, of Iodd degree). 
Also, each ane contains exactly one member of F; and so, by Lemma 4.1, F E Sf”“., 
Now let V, be the set of those vertices in V which are connected to W, in 
(V, E\F) and let Vz = V\V . Then, evidently, V = V, u v2, VI n v, = 0, w, c E’,, 
Wz s Vz, and each edge from VI to V2 lies in E Since FJ E $*, there exists a basis of 
go containing E Any such basis must contain $(6V, - 1 FI)( ~0) edge:s with both 
endpoints in VI and f(t9V2 -- 1 F I)( > 0) e dg es with both endpoints in V7; for any 
1 F 1 paths belonging to a minimum-path-partition separating the edges of F will use 
exactly f F( of the odd vertices from each of V, and V2 and the removal of these 
paths will disconnect V, from V2. Let B be such a basis. Then, if e E E\B., it follows 
that eE F, e does not join Vi to Vz, and e has both endpoints in VI, say. But then 
the removal of any edge from B U(e) with both endpoints in Vz leaves a set of 
edges containing F, of which f(flV2 - I F I)- 1) have both endpoints in t;. Such a 
set cannot be a basis of 8* and so B U (e} is not a circuit of go. It follows that B is 
contained in no circuit of % O, and that (E, 8’“) is therefore not a circuit space. 
We note that McIXarmid’s example on p. 752 of [2] (namely a simple graph 
consisting of a triangle plus a pendant edge -it each vertex) shows that the converse 
of ‘I’heorem 4.8 is false. 
Corolhry 4.9. Let G = ( V, E’) be a graph such that (E, %” ) is a circuit space.. 7%en, 
giver, disjoint sets W,, W2 of odd vertices wl;:h I W, I= 1 Wzf = r, there exist r 
edge-disjoint paths iM G which have distinct initial vertices in W, and distinci 
terminal vertices fn W2. 
Proof. Let G, WI, ‘GV2 be as stated and let G* be constructed as in the proof of 
‘I’heorem 4.8. We readily deduce, as in the proof of Theorem 4.8, that no set of 
fewer than t edges separates u and v in G*. Hence, by the edge form of Menger’s 
theorem, there exist r edge-disjoint paths from u to v in G*; their restriction to G 
gives the required paths frontW* to W2. 
In passing, we remark on an interesting analogy between two results; in the 
statements of both, WI and Wz are disjoint sets of odd vertices of a connected 
graph G with no vertex of degree 1, and WI, olv; are edge-separated by 2 edges. 
(1) The assertion of Theorem 4.8 is equivalent o the statement that, if (E, a”) is 
a circuit space, then, for any such W,, W2, we have 
IWJsZ or IWJar. 
(2) An easy consequence of Theorem 4.3 is that (E, go) is a truncation of the 
universal structure if and only if, for any such WI, Wt, we ha,ve 
We have, so far, given no examples of circuit spaces (ET, ga) which have been 
shown to be non-truncated. Igowever, these are not difficult to find. It is readily 
checked that, for this situation to occur, the number of odd vertices of G must be at 
least six. A study of the graph diagrams in fl] reveals thal: there are precisely 
thirteen simple connected graphs on sirs vertices with all these vertices odd. A 
summary of the detailed situation is tabulated (see Table I);‘the verifications are 
direct (some tedious) unless orherwise stated. 
---_ - _ 
No. qd edges List no. (E, 5R0) Comments 
5 11 
13 
6 18 
7 21 
8 4 
13 
9 3 
7 
17 
10 2 
II 2 
12 2 
15 
Not a cicuit space 
Truncated space 
Not a circuit space 
Non-truncated circuit space 
(and the smallest such:) 
Truncated space 
Non-truncated circuit space 
Truncated space 
!Non-truncated circuit space 
Truncated space 
Truncated space 
Truncated space 
Truncated space 
Truncated space 
Use Theorem 4.8 
Use Theorem 4.3 
Use Theorem 1 .l 
Use Theorem 1.2 
Use Theorem 1.2 
Use Theorem 4.5 
use Corollary 4.7 
Use Theorem 4.5 
Use Theorems 4.5 and 1.2 
Use TIreowns 4.5 and 1.2 
Use Cqrollary 4.4 
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